Our request is that this Forum on Minority Issues recognize that the Afrikaner people in South Africa forms a minority within its diverse society;

Furthermore that the negotiated 1996 SA Constitution – based purely on individual democratic principles and value-politics unfortunately does not accommodate the need for the protection of minority rights especially in relation to political participation;

And,

To take note that although provision for recognition relating to minority issues is made in Sections 31, 185 and 235 of the SA Constitution, the Afrikaner is constantly subjected to blatant discrimination, through:

- stringent affirmative action programmes in the labour field, tertiary education admissions and sport;
- racially based economic empowerment when it comes to tender processes and the functioning of the business sector;
- no real action to stem the continuous brutal murders of farmers and farm workers;
- constant attempts to minimise the use of the Afrikaans language at all levels;
- disrespect for the cultural and historic heritage, notwithstanding the massive contribution made over 350 years to build the country to what it is today; and
- restrictions on participation in the political decision making processes where only limited proportional representation is attained.

Therefore we, the FREEDOM FRONT PLUS OF SOUTH AFRICA

Requests this Forum on Minority Issues to take on board our concerns about these continuous unfortunate practices; and

To recommend that the UN General Secretary initiates an investigation into these circumstances by dispatching a fact finding mission to South Africa in order to pressure the majority in government to create room and opportunity for proper instituted minority rights.